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DISCLAIMER

No part of this publication may be reproduced, resold, stored in a retrieval 
system, or transmitted in any form by any means including electronic, mechanical, 
photocopying, recording, scanning or otherwise – without the prior written permission 

of the publisher. 

All material contained in this PDF reading document are provided for educational 
and informational purposes only. No responsibility can be taken for any results or 
outcomes resulting from the use of this material. While every attempt has been made 
to provide information that is both accurate and effective, the author does not 
assume any responsibility for the accuracy and use/misuse of this information. The 
author does not guarantee or make any promises regarding income potential. This 
publication is not intended to use as a source of financial, legal or accounting advice. 
The purchaser or reader of this publication assumes all responsibility for the use of 
these materials and information. Adherence to all applicable laws and regulations, 
business practices, advertising and all other aspects of doing business both locally 

and internationally is the sole responsibility of the purchase or reader.

The reader assumes all responsibility for the use of the information within this report. 
No Portion of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by 
any means, electronic or mechanical, including, but not limited to, audio recordings, 
facsimiles, photocopying, or information storage and retrieval systems without explicit 

written permission from the author or publisher. 
You may not share this eBook, show it to a friend or family member, or alter its contents 

in any single way, including images. 
Your Name, Address, Email and Phone Number would have been logged upon 
purchasing this eBook, and possibly you’re IP Address and other traceable information. 

This information may be used against you if is determined you have infringed copyright 
in any way. 

Any support questions, help and issues will be handled via Forum PM. Trashing the 
thread or disclosing any information publicly regarding the contents of this eBook 

will result in termination of support, and possible legal action.
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Welcome, to this free e-book for free 
money!

That’s right FREE, Sort-of. Bear with 
me I will explain in detail. I have been 

“around” FOR A VERY long time.

But any ways here is what you’re going 
to need to get the money going right.

WELCOME

Now I have 4 methods here.

The first one is HOW TO MAKE $ FROM computer 
time. (Not mining, streaming)

The other are how to  
MAKE MORE MONEY from investing THE FREE 
MONEY, or money you have and want a passive 
auto pilot income. 

Most of these have NOT BEEN SEEN by most 
people, some have.   

I ask that you USE my referral links as any help I get 
I am thankful for. Just like your thankful for the
METHODS I’m giving you, even if you DON’T USE
the account at least you made it and maybe 
you’ll return to it later. With that said, Thank you 
AND ENJOY!
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METHOD 1

• First you need an account. Please use the affiliate link HERE
(That’s why I’m sharing a money making method I make 5% of 
what you make. If you make more$ I make $! )

• A decent machine with a decent size of ram
(the more the better but more than 6 GB, I recommend 
16 GB)

• A decent connection for video streaming (down)

• VMWare installed with a OS, I recommend a lot of clones.
(Walk-though for this below)

• They Pay in, PayPal, BTC, Amazon Gift Cards and Wal-Mart Gift Cards

http://bit.ly/PHaRT
http://bit.ly/PHaRT
http://bit.ly/PHaRT
http://bit.ly/PHaRT
http://bit.ly/PHaRT
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(3 for engage one’s so that gonna eat 6gb of ram form the VM, and the 
other 3 are going to eat another 6gb so a total of 12) 

I don’t recommend trying to stream more then allowed as they may 
ban your account. And your $ would be gone… 

OF course I’m pretty sure the VM is not allowed either but would be 
harder to detect as your browser focus is always gonna be on the ADs/
Shows. 

Personally I have them on MINI TV’s with the volume turned down to 
about 1% as they allow streaming on TV’s too. 

Anyways. Setting up your Virtual Machine. 

Get VMware.
Get an OS, Ubuntu will use WAY LESS RESOURCES, Space & memory. And 
Ubuntu is kind of… IFY on VMWare as is… so just go with windows… 

So first we need to configure the window clone perfectly
Download and install Firefox, it doesn’t hog ram like IE or chrome.
Next link your Gmail to you Firefox. (IE SIGN IN, this helps in avoid 
recaptcha issue should they arise.) 

Then Sign into GB, Set it as your home page.
Double check all install and updates are done.

So Here how to make it work FOR YOU. THEY ALLOW 
STREAMING ON MULTIPLE DEVICE PER HOUSE HOLD.

http://bit.ly/PHaRT
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Then shut down the VM. 

Now watch this video. 

It will show how to clone the VM’s once you have done that you’re 
ready to go.

IF you don’t have a SSD HD be careful running multiple VM as they will 
eat the HD READ/WRITE to death. If you have a SSD you can most likely 
get away with 4+ depending on ram usage. 

DO NOT LEAVE THEM IDILE check on the stream every few hour’s some 
have a pop up are you there type thing’s. 

If for some reason they are not appearing close the video tab reopen 
GB, log in and choose a stream again then you’ll be ok.

With this method you will be making about 15-20 points a hour. Which translated 
to about 1000 points a day. (10$)

You can up that buy adding more streams to it or just doing the crappy installs 
on a IOS android device in your spare time…

OR IF YOU ALREADY HAVE $ proceed to step 2 and 4 then 3 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHZaPQ5QqDU
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METHOD 2
2% a day return 

COMPOUNDING INTEREST! OR 21% WEEKLY!

Now you think it Bitconnect right? NO its not. It does require 0.005 BTC 
though. (About 50$ or a week of Method 1) (Calculator) 

But after two month with just 1 investment you have tripled you money! 

Here is the link. 

If you are investing a lot I recommend SCALPING with 75% reinvestment 
that will quadruple you money. AND return the original 50$ to your 
wallet. 

They do have a withdrawal 
fee of 0.0001 BTC.
They take Dodge LTC and BTC

http://compoundaily.com/
http://bit.ly/HexaBotTrading
http://compoundaily.com/
https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
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Ok so read this if nothing else guys
SIGN UP FOR FREE!

You don’t need ANY $ FOR THIS! DO IT NOW

You get 10000 Satoshi. The BOT WILL START 
MAKING $ ON THIS RIGHT AWAY.

THE BIGGEST RETURN IS SWING Trading.

Once you sign up Just click Bot settings, place swing trading on active, set the 
compounding to 100% you will double you money every 4 weeks now. FREE $ it may 

take 6 month but you’ll make A LOT OF BTC FREE!

NOTE: Do not change OUT OF SWING TRADE UNTILL THE MONDAY DEPOSIT IS DONE 
TO YOUR ACCOUNT.

IT’S FREE $$$ and you can keep adding to it with the faucet! FREE! And you earn % 
on it FREE!

When you are done you will see this message. ENJOY FREE RETURNS! 
(Keep adding the faucet)

https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
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So Now some Disclaimers on HYIP

The next thing you need to know is that Hexabot is NOT officially
affilated with me in any way outside of a USER referal link i add tot he

program. Also, on a side note, Hexabot IS NOT a Multilevel
Marketing (MLM) opportunity.

Here are Some Facts About Hexabot.top

Hexabot is a professional automatic system
(sophisticated algorithms of artificial intelligence) designed to help the 
manager or private trader work at the exchange as efficiently as possible. 

The system went public early October 2017. 

Developed by Peter Shepard of Hexabot Crypto Trading LTD, a London, UK 
based registered company. 

Detailed background about the developer is unknown but private chats with 
him seem to show he has extensive knowledge in programming and extreme 
passion for his product. 

At the moment there are 3 working bots that trade automatically
that pays up to 2.5% a day or 24.5% per week. 

Joining Hexabot.top is 100% free and comes with a free 0.0001 BTC
welcome bonus.

Hexabot pays hourly compounded interest.
Deposits may be released for withdrawal at any time for a 7% fee. Ad-free 
bitcoin faucet to allow all members to earn free bitcoin every hour. 

Affiliate program allows one to instantly receive 5% for referral deposits. 

If you are looking for more information on Hexabot, everything related to their 
company, investment platform, and account creation can be found at 
www.hexabot.top. 

Read on and I will walk you through my thoughts about the industry and risks, 
company, investment platform, compensation plan, and whether it pays out 
or not so you can make the right decision.

https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
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According to Hexabot’s website
Hexabot.top is an automatic trading bot system managed by officially registered in 
the United Kingdom company “HEXABOT CRYPTO TRADING LTD” with a registration 
number of #10991182 managed by Peter Shepherd. Our company develops 
automatic trading systems on the stock exchange crypto-currency.

I came away feeling surprised that the company is actually legitmate and provided 
a link to it’s official government business registration details 
(https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/10991182), it’s business license, 
and the actual individual behind the company ,
Peter Shepard
(https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/officers/lZz_mEnjVNfMIrZYq1OV-7OhDnY/appointments). 
This domain name was registered quite recently on September 8, 2017 and its 
WHOIS has Privacy Protection provided by WhoisGuard Inc. (which is based in 
Panama) so we do not know who is really behind the domain name. That’s a red 
flag, with a caveat, that its registered for ten years (not something seen in other 
mlm sites).
In summary, Hexabot consists of three simple products and services:

Automatic Trading: 1, 3, 7-days automatic trading bot
Compounding Interest: You are paid interest for your deposits daily.
Hourly Ad-Free Faucet: Earn small amounts of Bitcoin hourly for free.

Hexabot charges a 7.00% fee for deposit releases. This is very good and makes 
Hexabot a lot more legitimate as without this fee, multiple accounts coordinating 
together can game the system and cause instability for the entire investment 
community. Again if it was a scam why take 7% of the profit just opperate a MLM 
and let them keep 100%? 

Once deposits are released, they may be reinvested or withdrawn at any time 
which makes your investment much lower risk and highly flexible. 

The crypto markets can be volatile and good or bad news can significantly swing 
the markets. As a result, it’s important to be able to move your money in and out of 
investments whenever you want to lower the risks. 

Unlike many other “investments” or “loan programs,” Hexabot won’t lock your 
money away for many months or trade it for valueless funny money invented by the 
company. 

Hexabot charges a 0.0001 BTC or 0.001 LTC fee for withdrawals of all amounts. 

Also, Hexbot implemented a strict rule to ban users that register multiple accounts:
“Note: Creating multiple accounts is strictly forbidden on Hexabot! Members 
creating multiple accounts which are referred to each other will be permanently 
removed from the system.”

https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/10991182
https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/officers/lZz_mEnjVNfMIrZYq1OV-7OhDnY/appointments
https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
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Having rules to punish those that create multiple accounts and try to game 
the system is a good sign. This shows that Hexabot wants to create a healthy,
legitimate investment program fair for everyone.

Upcoming Feature: A better fund balance logging system for all users to view 
and track all deposits, earnings, withdrawals, and reinvestment. caveat here, 
this actual speaks volume to me because if he was “trust oriented” this would 
have been a first thing to add, the fact he is developing standalone software 
for us to use our self’s and not focus on MLM and has told people take your 
profits and leave my site, speaks volume of a legitimate programmer/trader 
looking to make a decent product and market it later.

However, there are some things you need to watch out for.

Hexabot is one of the latest High Yield Investment Program (HYIP) 
opportunities backed by their supposedly proprietary automatic trading bot 
system that claims to have “zero losses last year”.

HYIP’s are part of the Wild, Wild West in the world of cryptocurrency and are 
full of scams, Ponzi Schemes, and faceless companies. Therefore, investing in 
any HYIP is high risk (and high return). What you are essentially gambling on is 
how long the train will last until the opportunity turns out to be a scam or Ponzi 
and it implodes.

HYIP’s often incorporate in countries with lax fraud laws to secure immunity
from investor laws in other countries and host their website with “privacy
protection” so they remain anonymous and not liable for damages.

I am not saying Hexabot is a Ponzi or scam – at least it’s too early to tell right 
now.
But a wise investor would take precautions assuming the worse case scenario.

https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
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In addition this statement from Peter explaining why he wont SHOW the 
bot trading, andtelling people to take thier profits and leave his site. (Nov 

3, 2017 16:00 - Peter Shepherd)

     Dear Hexabot members. In our project we will have some changes made. From today there is a new 
support member that will answer your questions “Jerry”. 

The Support member is introduced to help me spend more time on the software development. This 
means I will not spend time answering questions that are available in FAQ.

Some users are not happy with our service and not happy with me allowing everyone to earn from my 
trading bot together with me.
Often users are not happy with the service they receive, you earn cryptocurrency from the service 
provided to you.
At the same time you are saying this is fake and not real. Nobody is forced to stay in the project.

For those who believe in us and want to earn cryptocurrency you are more than welcome to stay and 
make more andmore profit.

It’s sad to hear that you are making profit without doing anything and at the same time you are asking 
me questions such as: “where I live ?”, “show evidence of statements”, “proof of bots” etc…
I am unable to provide all the information, due to the reason behind this is that I do not want people to 
analyse my trading bots and attempt to develop something similar, I try to be successful like any other 
project, and therefore some information cannot be shared. Sorry.

I have spent lots of time answering questions that are simply slowing me down from the development 
of the software and updates for our system. Users please use the chat for help as other members will 
answer your question. We have many experienced users in our project that will help for any questions 
you have got. If so please check out FAQ section on our website.
If your question is still not answered then contact our support and I will help you as much as I can.

We are trying to be open as possible to you. We listen to your opinions and thoughts.

I am making this system as comfortable as possible for current and new users. As you are aware we are 
not freezing your deposits and you can withdraw them anytime. Often we have users that argue with 
us and attempt to scare off other users from using our service. These are more likely to be competitors 
or users willing to harm this project. The project is going strong and is expanding, this is my motivation to 
make new updates and work on the current software system.

I would like to let my users know that we have been receiving lots of requests from investors in regarding 
this project. They want to to co-operate with us. Our trading bots are working and will be working for 
users 24/7. We will NOT stop because we are getting bigger. I have said it multiple times now that we are 
developing a software. This software will be available for download when it’s released. The software is 
difficult to set up for unexperienced users in trading market.

Everything will come in its time. Nothing can be done at once. We have more ideas that could be 
developed to ensure our system is going to get better and better each time. Each of you have 
opportunity to stay with us and earn cryptocurrency, otherwise you should leave the project.

Note: the chat from today will be monitored and checked for users who are confusing other user 
members in regarding this project. Certain action will be taken against these users. 
This is because the project is growing each day and allowing loyal users to earn cryptocurrency.

https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
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Now you have a few options to choose from. If you have a decent 
investment of say .1 BTC or more I would recommend SWING trade with 
100% reinvest for about 6 months (you return 14 BTC).
The BEST part about this is it RETURN INVESTMENT, you invest BTC you GET BTC not USD!

At that point I would move to daily return and you make about 2 BTC a 
week. Or .28 BTC a day.

You can WITHDRAWAL principal ANYTIME.

But you will take a 7% hit.

https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
https://hexabot.top/?r=PHaRTnONu
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METHOD 3
Between 1 and 4 % daily, 

NONCOMPOUNDING

Now I know I just said non-compounding, that’s true and NOT. The ones I 
have used do not offer compounding but there are ones there that DO 
OFFER compounding their returns are less. Average is about 1.4% daily. 
 

THE BEST part is they allow SMALL investments. I have already received 
my investment back so that’s why I recommend them. Check the 
group’s out, or invest a small amount in each. 

Each different platform has rules, like lock up period. Or early withdrawal 
fee. Or reinvestment. 

The three I recommend are T.G. Thomas, X bots, Dragon Foundation. In 
that order. 
 

Link is HERE

http://bit.ly/Chain_Group
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METHOD 4

My recommendation is 100% reinvest, until you reach a 10k investment. 
Then switch to 50% reinvest, 25% BCC, 25% BTC (hard wallet) more on this 
below.

CLASSIC BITCONNECT 
LINK HERE

The pop up window is you wallet to send bit coin TO.
After your bitcoin deposit confirms you’ll need to exchange it to BCC to 
lend, start by first going to the EXCHANGE BUTTON here:

It’s fairly simple you Put in 
about 100$ of BTC to your 
deposit address which is HERE:

http://bit.ly/BTC_Focus
http://bit.ly/BTC_Focus
http://bit.ly/BTC_Focus
http://bit.ly/BTC_Focus
http://bit.ly/BTC_Focus
http://bit.ly/BTC_Focus
http://bit.ly/BTC_Focus
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Once there. To make a quick change over you can just pay what some 
one is selling for or put in a bid for a lower amount, I recommend just 
putting this tab to ask

Then press ALL then Buy BITCONNECT

http://bit.ly/BTC_Focus
http://bit.ly/BTC_Focus
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Now you have bitconnect to lend to their trading software to
make you money DAILY, to do that you go back to the dashboard.
Then Lend BitConnect

Enter any amount over 100$ (try to get all the BCC you have in the dolor 
amount in $10 increments)
My recommendation is Reinvest as often as you can to compound that 
interest! Or if you have enough in there to live on the interest daily, you 
can convert it backwards to BTC and withdrawal it.

If you invested
CONTACT ME I WILL GIVE YOU 5% OF THE INVESTMENT BACK!

Also give your friends and family your REFERRAL code. Help them get 
on the path to financial freedom, help them earn some extra pocket 
money like you now are. You’ll receive 5% of their investment, you can 
choose to give it back or invest it yourself. 

If you have any question you can reach me on discord or the forums.

HACKFORUMS.NET DISCORD
PHaRTnONuAll PHaRTnONu#6474

CONTACT INFORMATION

http://bit.ly/BTC_Focus
https://discordapp.com/
https://hackforums.net/
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Proof of Methods
(Or checking validity of company’s)

METHOD 1 
Received BTC

METHOD 2 
Now this companies who is data kind of had me off put at first
until I did some digging. Into the owner Peter Shepard.

After reviewing other reviews and talking with community inside the site. 
I have made my first investment, it is ongoing and I’m compounding 
100%. I plan to continue to add investments too.
(It’s actually funny he has told people who complain to take their 
money and LEAVE his site when they complain about 2% daily returns….. 
REALLY)

Registry Domain ID: D20170909G10001G_21754839-top
Registrar WHOIS Server: whois.namecheap.com
Registrar URL: https://www.namecheap.com/
Updated Date: 2017-10-03T22:39:58Z
Creation Date: 2017-09-08T20:40:15Z
Registry Expiry Date: 2019-09-08T20:40:15Z
Registrar: Namecheap Inc.
Registrar IANA ID: 1068
Registrar Abuse Contact Email: abuse@namecheap.com
Registrar Abuse Contact Phone: +1.6613102107
Domain Status: clientTransferProhibited https://icann.org/
epp#clientTransferProhibited
Registry Registrant ID: C20170909C_20406885-top
Registrant Name: WhoisGuard Protected
Registrant Organization: WhoisGuard, Inc.
Registrant Street: P.O. Box 0823-03411
Registrant City: Panama
Registrant State/Province: Panama
Registrant Postal Code:
Registrant Country: PA
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METHOD 3
This company is over a year old and has their domain registered for the 
next 10 years. After you make an account you can research on who 
is like I did before investing. While it does have privacy protections the 
people listed on board of directors are real people and reachable. 
Which is why I invested there.
Updated Date: 2017-10-10T11:02:35Z
Creation Date: 2016-11-21T23:16:48Z
Registry Expiry Date: 2026-11-21T23:16:48Z

METHOD 4 
I am still dubious on BitConnect BUT people have been with them almost 
a year and have good returns. The economic principal IS feasible 
because they control the circulation of their coins and are there for able 
to CONTROL the levels of profit of said coin and manipulate the market 
based on people staking their coins (long/short position based on data 
they have on markets where btc/bcc exist.)

Because of those factors I have to agree is a sustainable model. Just 
hate the secrecy of a multi-billion dollar company (market cap was over 
2 billion dollars till they bent the rules re-evaluating how staked coins ARE 
not in fact in circulation so there for wont count as market cap coins…

http://bit.ly/BTC_Focus
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Plan Going Forward
My 100% ardent SUGGESTION.

WEEK 1 & 2 (200$)
Method 1, for 2 weeks invest 100% into METHOD 2. 200$+ investment with 
100% reinvest.
Method 4 You should sign up, and promote referrals as you get 5%, this will 
help YOU invest FASTER and more often.
Put it on your Facebook. Offer to help friend’s invest.

Week 3 (330) ($100 from Method 1, $230 from method 2)
Take profit of Method 1 (100$) to Method 3. Use T.D. first for reinvestment. 
Then spread 40$ to the others in 10$ lump’s

Week 4 (496) ($100 from Method 1, $263 from method 2, $123 Method 3)
Take Profit from Method 1 to Method 4. INVEST 110$

Week 5 (661) ($100 from Method 1, $301 from method 2, $151 Method 3, 
110 Method 4)

Put method 2 to 75% reinvest your money should have doubled now (or 
very close to it). Use the daily profit to put into METHOD 3.
Use Method 1 profit for Method 4 again.

Then I would keep adding profits from method 1 to a cycle of method 2 
then 3 then 4 OVER AND OVER till method 2 has 5k you are then making 
100$ a day, TURN OFF reinvest and start putting that $ into METHOD 3 and 4 
till they all reach 5k. This should take you about 3 months.
AFTER that Turn reinvest BACK ON 75%, Reinvest On BitConnect in this 
fashion REINVEST 50% of profits daily turn the OTHER INTO BTC AND BCC 
evenly hold them 1 to two week’s THEN REINVEST till your happy with the 
daily profits of 50% to live on and 50% to reinvest… continue to reinvest as 
that will allow you to build a wallet of coins up faster :P
THEN DONATE TO ME XD

Bitcoin address: 
17c7UZe1Z1YgniYX5m2Dkpbgi3iZqkchA1


